
 How to graph and determine intersections 

 

 

TI-83/TI-84’s TI-nspire 

1. Go to y= and graph your first equation for y1 and your second for y2 
 *for absolute value, press MATH, go right to NUM, click abs(  
 *for exponents us the carrot button ^ 
 *for x, press the button to the right of ALPHA 
 

1. Go to the scratchpad graph 
 *Press the button in-between esc & tab 
 *Use the cursor to go to the coordinate plane 

2. Once you have your equations typed you can click on GRAPH 
 *to reset your window: press ZOOM, #6 (ZStandard) 
 *to customize your window: press WINDOW and set your min, max &  scale. 

2. Press tab (should say f1(x)), and enter your first equation and hit enter 
 *If your graph is not cleared, press menu, #1 (actions), #4 (delete all) 
 *for absolute value, press the button to the right of 9, click on the 
 second button down 
 *for exponents use the carrot button ^ 
 *for x, press the letter x on your keyboard 
 

3. Once you have your graph with both functions graphed so that you can see the 
intersecting points, press 2nd, TRACE, #5 (intersect) 
 

3. Press tab again (should say f2(x)), and enter your second equation 

4. Your calculator should be asking First curve? Use your arrows to put the curser on 
one of your functions (not the intersection) and hit enter 
 *With an absolute value or quadratic you will have to make sure you  are 
on the side of the function closest to the intersection 

4. If you cannot see your graph you might need to reset or change your window 
 *to reset your window: press menu, #4 (window/zoom), #5 (zoom-
 standard) 
 *to customize your window:  press menu, #4 (window/zoom), #1 
 (window settings) and set your min, max & scale. 
 

5. After hitting enter it should now be asking Second curve? Use your arrows to put 
the curser on the other function (not the intersection) and hit enter 
 

5. Once you have your graph with both function graphed so you can see the 
intersecting points, press menu, #6 (analyze graph), #4 (intersection) 

6. Your calculator should now be asking Guess? Hit enter 6. Your calculator should be asking Lower bound? Use the curser to go slightly to the 
left of the first intersection and hit enter 
 

7. It should now sate the x and y value of the point of intersection 7. Your calculator should be asking Upper bound? Use the curser to go slightly to the 
right of your first intersection and hit enter 
 

8. To find an additional point of intersection, repeat steps 3-6 for the other 
intersecting point 

8. Your calculator should now have a point plotted at the intersection as well as the 
point labeled next to it  
 

 9. To find an additional point of intersection, repeat steps 5-7 for the other 
intersecting point 
 

**Make sure your calculator is not rounding your answers, to do this: press MODE, 
use your arrows to highlight FLOAT and click enter, to exit: press 2nd, MODE 

**Make sure your calculator is not rounding your answers, to do this: press menu, #8 
(settings), use your cursor to make sure Display Digits says Float 

TI-83/TI-84’s TI-nspire 


